“Since starting school again in my fifties, taking two online summer classes allowed me to stay on track for graduation while still being able to enjoy my summer and work full time.”
—Jennifer Adkins

“‘I took a summer course to motivate myself to finish my degree quickly, plus I was extremely interested in the History of Witchcraft and Magic course.’
—Kathryn Anderson

“I switched my academic plan during the middle of sophomore year and needed to catch up on some courses. The Summer Session allowed me to make up for lost time to be on track for my graduation date.”
—Rachel Degutz

“I took my Summer Session course because it was a prerequisite for one of the classes I wanted to take. It allowed me to prepare and feel confident upon entering the next class.”
—Michael Dalton

“I encourage anyone to take Summer Session to get ahead in their studies and be able to feel and experience the impact education has on students.”
—Samantha Posada

“Enjoy a vibrant and busy campus, this summer, participate in dozens of activities including dance classes, barbecues, movies, and more. In addition, campus recreational centers will be open for swimming and other activities. Learn more at summer.rutgers.edu/nb.”

“Since starting school again in my fifties, taking two online summer classes allowed me the freedom to stay on track for graduation while still being able to enjoy my summer and work full time.”
—Jennifer Adkins

“I switched my academic plan during the middle of sophomore year and needed to catch up on some courses. The Summer Session allowed me to make up for lost time to be on track for my graduation date.”
—Rachel Degutz

“I encourage anyone to take Summer Session to get ahead in their studies and be able to feel and experience the impact education has on students.”
—Samantha Posada

“How to register:
Register online at summer.rutgers.edu/nb
Beginning Monday, February 18, 2019

Connect with us:
Office of summer and Winter sessions
Rutgers University-New Brunswick
55 commercial Avenue, Suite 120
New Brunswick, NJ 08901
732-932-7565
summer@docs.rutgers.edu
summer.rugers.edu/nb

Follow @RUSummerWinter on:

 Writers’ Conference
The third annual Rutgers-New Brunswick Writers’ Conference kicks off Friday, May 31 with An Evening with Neil Gaiman, and features keynote speakers Amy Tan (The Joy Luck Club) and Colum McCann (Let the Great World Spin). This special event provides unique opportunities for aspiring writers to hone their craft and prepare for publication of their work. Rutgers students can participate for only $49, or earn 1.5 credits by registering for Intro to Literary Studies through the English Department. Learn more at ruwriterscon.rutgers.edu.

Real Students
Real Voices
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SCHOLARSHIPS & PAYMENT PLANS

200+ Subjects and 2500+ Courses
• Online
• In-Person
• Hybrid

WHAT IS THE SUMMER SESSION?
The Summer Session provides opportunities to make progress towards your degree, and allows you to:
• Earn up to 12 credits in a few short weeks
• Focus on just one course at a time
• Get to know your professors and classmates in a small class setting
• Choose from a wide variety of online, hybrid, or face-to-face courses
• Try a short travel course or field experience

FEATURED TRAVEL COURSEs

Digital Photo Image Online 07:080:331
Develop an analytical eye for taking photographs. In this fully online 3-credit course, students will learn about the concepts and tools used for producing photographic images, such as working with a digital camera and basic Photoshop. Students are required to have an SUV digital camera and access to Photoshop. See summer.rutgers.edu/dp.

Music in Film Online 07:709:230
Establish an appreciation for the art of film music, gain an understanding of its nature and requirements, and study the composers and directors who work in the medium. This 3-credit online course examines music created for film from both historical and analytical perspectives. Topics studied will include the functions of the film score, aesthetics, the film industry, synchronization, and more. See summer.rutgers.edu/filmmusic.

Science of Food 11:400:103
In this fully online 3-credit course, students will learn about major food components, the process of digestion, food-related diseases in the United States, food preservation, legislation, and current issues. This course follows the SAS requirement for the natural and agricultural sciences. No prerequisite. For more information, visit summer.rutgers.edu/foodscl.

Quality Management 16:540:580
Learn how to achieve quality in any process. This graduate-level course is structured around the Six Sigma, a disciplined, data-driven approach and methodology for eliminating defects in any process, from manufacturing to transactional and from product to service. This course can serve as an elective for engineering students. Learn more at summer.rutgers.edu/qm.

SPORTS LAW
01:955:203
Get an in-depth look at how the law impacts sport. The 1.5-credit course will meet face-to-face and allows students to learn how to read legal cases, perform legal research, and complete a case brief assignment. Students will also have the opportunity to engage in a mock collective bargaining session between the NFL and NFL Players Association. Learn more at summer.rutgers.edu/sportlaw.

FEATURED COURSEs

Digital Photo Image Online 07:080:331
Music in Film Online 07:709:230
Science of Food 11:400:103
Quality Management 16:540:580
Sport and the Law 01:955:203

SUMMER 2019 DATES
Session 1 – Begins May 28
Session 2 – Begins June 24
Session 3 – Begins July 8

BENEFITS OF SUMMER SESSION?
• Improve your GPA
• Stay on track for graduation
• Reduce your course load for fall and spring term
• Fulfill a prerequisite or degree requirement

FEATURED TRAVEL COURSES

SERVICE LEARNING AND SUSTAINABLE LIFESTYLE IN GREECE 01:377:483
This two-week, 3-credit elective course (May 17 – 30) combines the educational needs of vulnerable populations in Greece and the goals of the United Nations Agenda to provide a 21st Century service learning experience dealing with contemporary global issues from a multidisciplinary perspective. It provides students knowledge, competencies, and skills related to global goals for sustainable development using the paradigm of a sustainable lifestyle, and creates opportunities for students to contribute meaningful service to migrants, refugees, and vulnerable social groups, in partnership with volunteers and non-governmental organizations (NGOs), in Greece. Participants must have a minimum 2.5 GPA and must consent of the instructor. For more information, visit summer.rutgers.edu/serv.

EXPLORE THE ORIGINS OF THE MEDITERRANEAN DIET IN CRETE ISLAND 01:377:416
The local diet of Crete Island is associated with numerous health benefits. This three-week, 3-credit elective course (June 16 – 30) provides students the opportunity to study this Mediterranean diet in its place of origin, along with sustainable food production and consumption patterns, emphasizing traditional Mediterranean practices. Students will also be exposed to the complex concept of food systems and its association with culture, public health, economy and the environment through the example of the agriculture-based diet and economy of Crete Island. Participants must apply online; complete personal interview; have a minimum 2.5 GPA and consent of instructor. For more information, visit summer.rutgers.edu/origins.

WATER SPORTS PHYSIOLOGY AND PRACTICE 01:377:484
Water sports are an enjoyable and sustainable form of physical activity that serve as the basis for studying both scientific (physiology and nutrition) and administrative aspects of exercise in this two-week, 3-credit elective course (June 22 – July 5). Students will learn basic skills and practical applications of surfing, windsurfing, kayaking, stand-up paddling (SUP), and sailing, and gain practical experience in aquatic learning center management at the Surf Club Keros on the Greek Island of Lemos. Participants must have a minimum 2.5 GPA and instructor’s consent; moderate fitness and swimming level is recommended. Prior experience in water sports is not required. For more information, visit summer.rutgers.edu/watersports.

NEW! LIFESTYLE AND HEALTH CONFERENCE JUNE 8-9
Learn about the impact of lifestyle factors on health June 8-9 at the inaugural Living Well: Rutgers–New Brunswick Conference on Lifestyle and Health. Hear from an interdisciplinary team of experts on the effects of diet, activity, sleep, stress, mindfulness, and substance use on health throughout the life cycle – and about behavioral and motivational approaches to improving health through lifestyle change. Rutgers students can register for only $49 through May 1, or earn 1.5 credits by registering for course 01:377:282 through the Department of Kinesiology & Health. For more information, visit summer.rutgers.edu/healthconf.